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GEODESICS AND CURVATURE OF SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT 
GROUPS 
CORNELIA VIZMAN 
ABSTRACT. Geodesies and curvature of semidirect product groups with right invari-
ant metrics are determined. In the special case of an isometric semidirect product, 
the curvature is shown to be the sum of the curvature of the two groups. A series of 
examples, like the magnetic extension of a group, are then considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Important partial differential equations were obtained as geodesic equations on dif-
feomorphism groups with right invariant L2 or H1 metrics: Euler equation of mo-
tion of an incompressible ideal fluid and the averaged Euler equation are geodesic 
equations on the volume preserving diffeomorphism group [A][MRS], the Korteweg-
de-Vries equation and Camassa-Holm shallow water equation are geodesic equations 
on the Virasoro-Bott group [OK][Ml], Burger's equation and Camassa-Holm equa-
tion are geodesic equations on Diff(51) [K], the superconductivity equation is geodesic 
equation on a central extension of the volume preserving diffeomorphism group [V2]. 
Semidirect products are applied to study differential equations in physics, like ideal 
magneto-hydrodynamics and compressible magneto-hydrodynamics, heavy top, com-
pressible fluid, elasticity, plasma. In some cases one can write the differential equation 
as a geodesic equation on semidirect product groups with right invariant metrics: 
Kirchhoff equations for a rigid body moving in a fluid are geodesic equations on the 
Euclidean group, the equations of ideal magneto-hydrodynamics are geodesic equations 
on the semidirect product of the group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms and the 
linear space of divergence free vector fields [ZK], the equation of passive motion in 
ideal hydrodynamics is geodesic equation on the semidirect product of the group of 
volume preserving diffeomorphisms and the linear space of smooth functions [H]. 
Arnold suggested an approach to the stability of those differential equations ob-
tained as geodesic equations on a Lie group with right invariant metric, by studying 
the curvature of this weak Riemannian manifold. The curvature tensor enters the 
Jacobi equation and this, being the linearization of the geodesic equation, controls 
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the infinitesimal stability of geodesies. As in the finite-dimensional case, one can ex-
pect that negative curvature causes exponential instability of geodesies. In this way 
Arnold [A] showed the instability in most directions of Euler equation for ideal flow, 
Shkoller [S] showed that the averaged Euler equation is more stable than Euler equa-
tion for ideal flow and Zeitlin and Kambe [ZK] showed that the equations of ideal 
magneto-hydrodynamics are more stable than Euler equation for ideal flow. There are 
also results on the stability of the Korteweg-de-Vries and Camassa-Holm equations 
[M1][M2] and superconductivity equation [V2]. 
In this paper we determine the geodesies and the curvature in the general setting: 
semidirect product groups with right invariant metrics. In the special case of an 
isometric semidirect product G ix H, the curvature is shown to be the sum of the 
curvatures of the two groups G and H. The formulas are applied to several examples 
like: linear action, conjugation, Diff(M) K C°°(M), magnetic extension of a group: 
CK0*. 
2. RIGHT INVARIANT METRICS ON LIE GROUPS 
In this paragraph we give expressions for the geodesic equation, Levi-Civita covariant 
derivative and curvature for Lie groups with right invariant metrics (see [MR] for a 
nice presentation of this subject). 
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra 0. Let px be the right translation by x. Any 
right invariant bounded Riemannian metric on G is determined by its value at the 
identity (,) : g x g -•> R, a positive definite bounded inner product on g. Let g : I -> G 
be a smooth curve and u : I -> g its right logarithmic derivative (the velocity field in 
the right trivialization) u(t) = Tpg(tyi.g'(t). In terms of u the geodesic equation for g 
has the expression (here ut = ^ ) 
ut = — ad(u) u, 
where ad(A )T is the adjoint of ad(A') with respect to (,), if this adjoint does exist. 
The right trivialization induces an isomorphism R : Cco(G,2) -> X(G) given by 
Rx(x) = Tpx.X(x). In terms of this isomorphism, the Levi-Civita covariant derivative 
is 
V £ y = dYRx + i ad(X)
TY + i ad(Y)TK - ]- ad(X)Y, 
forA r ,y€C°°(G,g). 
The sectional curvature K and the Riemannian curvature 71 are related by 
(U(X,Y)Y,X) 
M ' ' (X,X)(Y,Y)-(X,Y)*' 
so the sign of the expression (Tl(X,Y)Y,X) determines the sign of the sectional cur-
vature. Its expression in the right trivialization is 
(7l(X, Y)Y, X) = \\\ ad(X)T Y + ad(Y)TX||2 - j | | ad(A')F||2 
-(&d{X)TX,ad(Y)rY) 
- 1-(^d(X)TYM(X)Y) - ^<ad(Y)TX,ad(Y)A'). 
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An example [A]: Let G = Diff^Af) be the group of volume preserving diffeomor-
phisms of a compact Riemannian manifold (Af, g) and g = Xvoi(M) the Lie algebra 
of divergence free vector fields. We consider the right invariant metric on G given 
by the L2 inner product (A,Y) = jMg(X,Y)vol. Let V be the Levi Civita covari-
ant derivative and R the Riemannian curvature tensor. The transpose of ad (A) is 
ad(A^)Ty = P(VXY + (VX)
Ty), the geodesic equation in terms of the right logarith-
mic derivative is Euler equation for ideal flow 
ut = — Vuu — gradp, divu = 0, 
the covariant derivative for right invariant vector fields is VXY = PVXY and the 
curvature 
{K{X,Y)Y,X) = {R{X,Y)Y,X) 
4-(QVxK,QVry>-||ovxy||
2, 
with P and Q the orthogonal projections on the spaces of divergence free respectively 
gradient vector fields. 
3 . GEODESICS AND CURVATURE OF SEMIDIRECT 
PRODUCT GROUPS 
Let G and H be Lie groups with right invariant metrics given by positive definite 
inner products (,) on their Lie algebras g and f). Let B be an action of G on H by 
group homomorphisms with B : G x H —> H smooth. Then the semidirect product 
group G x H is a Lie group with group operation: (#1, hi)(g2, h2) ~ (g\g2, hiB(gi)h2). 
We denote by /? : G -> Aut f) the map defined by p(g) = TeB(g) and b : g -> Der \) the 
differential of /? at the identity Then b defines a semidirect product of Lie algebras 
g x \) by [(XUYX),(X2,Y2)\ = {[XUX2],[YUY2] + b(X,)Y2 - b(X2)Yx) and this is the 
Lie algebra of G K H. On the semidirect product group we consider the right invariant 
metric given at the identity by the following positive definite inner product on its Lie 
algebra: {{XuYJ, {X2,Y2)) = (XUX2) + (YUY2). 
We make the following assumptions: the transpose of ad(K), ad(y) and b(X) with 
respect to the inner products in g and fj exist for all X e g and Y € f) and there exists 
a bilinear map h : r) x f) —j> g defined by the relation 
(b(K)y1,y2> = (Myi,y2),A>. 






Proposition 1. With the assumptions above, on the semidirect product Lie group GK 
H with right invariant metric, the geodesic equation in terms of the right logarithmic 
derivative (w, a) : I -> g x f) is 
ut — — ad(u.)
Tu. -f- h(a, a) 
at — - ad(a)
To; - b(u)Ta. 
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implied by the Lie algebra homomorphism property of b, we get the following formula 
for the curvature: 
Proposition 2. Suppose that the map h and the transpose o/ad(X), ad(F) and b(X) 
exist. Then the sign of the sectional curvature in the semidirect product group is given 
by the sign of 
(KUXuYi), (X2, Y2))(X2, Y2), (Xu Y1)) = (Tl
G(XuX2)X2, A.) 
+ (KH(YuY2)Y2,Yx) + h\h(YuY2) + h(Y2,Yx)f - (h(YuY{),h(Y2,Y2)) 


































Ty,. - 6(A2)y, + 6(A1)y2> 
- ^(ad(yoy2,6(AL)
Ty2 - 6(A2)
Ty1 + 36(Ai)y2 - 36(x2)y,), 
where %G andTZH denote the Riemannian curvature of G and H. 
Corollary 3. The sign of the sectional curvature of a two-dimensional plane spanned 
by (A'^0) and (A'2,0) is given by the expression 
(H((XuO),(X2,0))(X2,0),(XuO)) = CRP(X1,X2)X2,X1). 
The sign of the sectional curvature of a two-dimensional plane spanned by (X, 0) and 
(0, y) is given by the expression 
(R((X, 0), (0, y))(0, Y), (A, 0)) = (h(Y, Y), ad(A)TA) 
-\\\(b(X) + 6(A)T)y||2 + i | | 6 (A) T yf - i | |6(A)y| |2 . 
The sign of the sectional curvature of a two-dimensional plane spanned by (0, Yi) and 
(0, Y2) ^ given by 
(^((o,y1),(o,y2))(o,y2),(o,y1)> = (n
H (YUY2)Y2,YX) 
+\\\h(Yu Y2) + h(Y2, y0||
2 - (h(Yu Yx), h(Y2, Y2)). 
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In the special case when the action ft of G on () is by isometries, the formulas reduce 
considerably We call this the isometric case. We have then 
(b(X)YuY2) + (Yub(X)Y2) = 0, 
i.e. b(A') is skew-adjoint and so the bilinear map h : r) x r) -» g is skew-symmetric. 
The geodesic equation reduces to 
ut = - &d(u)
Tu 
at = - ad(a)
Ta + b(u)a. 
Proposition 4. In the isometric case the sign of the sectional curvature of the semidi-
rect product is given by 
(MXuY^X^Y^X^Y^XuY^) 
= (7^G(X1,K2)X2,X1) + (7^
i /(y1,y2)y2,y1). 





Using this and proposition 2, the result follows. • 
4. EXAMPLES 
1. Linear action. Let V be a vector space with an inner product (,) and B a 
linear action of G on V. The semidirect product Lie group C K V has the Lie algebra 
g x V. In this case the geodesic equation becomes 
ut = - &d(u)
Tu + h(v, v) 
vt = -b(u)
Tv. 
If in addition the action B is by isometries, we get the geodesic equation: ut = 
-ad(?I)Tu,t>t = b(u)v. 
2. Conjugation. Let B be the action of G on G by conjugation. The Lie algebra 
of G x G is g x g with action b(A') = ad(K). Then the map h : g x g —•> g is 
/i(y-,Y2) — -ad(yi)
Ty 2 and the geodesic equation on the semidirect product written 
for the right logarithmic derivative (u, v) is 
ut = - &d(u)
Tu - ad (u)^ 
vt = - ad^ )
1 ^ - ad(u) ru. 
If the inner product is Ad-invariant, then ([Xy Y]y Z) + (y, [K, Z]) = 0 and the geodesic 
equation becomes ut = 0, vt = [u, v]. 
3. Natural action of diffeomorphisms on functions. Let M be a compact 
Riemannian manifold and B(<p)f = / o <D_1 the natural action of the diffeomorphism 
group on the space of smooth real functions. The Lie algebra of Diff(M) x C°°(M) 
is X(M) x C°°(M) with action 6 p 0 / = -X(f)> which is exactly the Lie algebra of 
differential operators of the first order on M. We consider the L2 metrics on vector 
fields and on functions, i.e. (K, Y) = fMg(X, Y)vo\ and (/i,/2) = JM/i/2Vol. The 
transpose of ad(K) in X(M) is ad(K)Ty = VXY + (divX)K + (VK )
T y (see [VI]). 
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Moreover: b(X)Tf = X(f) + f div X and h(fuf2) = - / 2 g r a d / i . By proposition 1 
we find that the geodesic equation on Diff(M) ix C°°(M) is 
Ut = -Vuu - (div u)u - - grad g(u, u) — f grad / 
ft = - « ( / ) - fdivu. 
If we restrict to the subgroup DiffV0/(M) tx C°°(M), we are in the isometric case. 
The geodesic equation in this case models the passive motion in ideal hydrodynamical 
flow [H]: 
Ut — -*Vuu - gradp 
/ t = - « ( / ) • 
From proposition 4 it follows that the sign of the sectional curvature in this case is 
(TZ((Xuh),(X2,f2))(X2,h),(Xuf,)) = (n(Xl,X2)X2,X1) 
where 71 denotes the curvature of Diff^M) and R the curvature of M. As a con-
sequence we get the result of [ZK] (obtained there in the case of a 2-torus) that the 
group manifold Diffvo/(M) tx C°°(M) is flat in all sections containing a direction (0, / ) . 
5. MAGNETIC EXTENSION OF A GROUP 
Let G be a Lie group and Ad* the coadjoint action on the dual 0*. The semidirect 
product G ix 0* is called the magnetic extension of the group G and it is isomorphic 
to the cotangent group T*G. 
Let A : 0 -> 0* be the operator defined for X E 0 by 
(A(X),Y) = (X,Y) 
for any Y € 0. Here (,) is a fixed inner product on g and (,) denotes the pairing 
between 0 and its dual. In the case of the Lie algebra of divergence free vector fields, 
A is called the inertia operator of a fluid and it is invertible on the regular part of 
the dual space. The dual space 0* in this case is naturally isomorphic to the quotient 
space Ql/dQ° of differential 1-forms modulo exact 1-forms and A sends a vector field 
X to the coset of the 1-form Kb obtained via the Riemannian metric. 
We consider again the general case of a Lie group G with an inner product on its 
Lie algebra 0, such that the transpose of ad(K) exists for any X G 0. We denote by 
g*eg the image of A in 0*, so A : Q -> g*reg is an isomorphism. Let (,) be the inner 
product on $reg induced via A by the inner product in 0. Next we will restrict on 
the subgroup G tx g*reg. The map h : g*reg x $*reg -> 0 is defined by (ad*(.Y)a,6) = 
(K, h(a, b)), so h(A(Yi), A(Y2)) = ad(y2)
TYi. The coadjoint action on the image of 
A is ad*(X)A(Y) = -i4(ad(K)TY), so the transpose of b(X) = ad*(Ar) exists and 
b(X)TA(Y) = -A (adpOY ) . 
Proposition 5. If the transpose of ad(Y) exists for any X G 0. then the geodesic 
equation ofGt<Q*reg, written for the right logarithmic derivative (u,A(v)) : I -> 0xgJ.CJ, 
is 
ut = - ad(u)
Tu -f ad(u)Tu 
Vt = &d(u)v. 
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For G — SO(3) we obtain Kirchhoff equations for a rigid body moving in a fluid. For 
G — Diffvoj(M) with L
2 metric on its Lie algebra of divergence free vector fields, we 
obtain as geodesic equation the equations of ideal magneto-hydrodynamics (see also 
[ZK] [H]): 
ut - ~Vuu + VBB - gradp 
Bt = -[u>E\. 
We apply proposition 2 and find that the sign of the sectional curvature in G K &*reg 
is given by the sign of 
(n((xl,A(Yi)),(x2,A(Y2)))(x2,A(Y2)),(xl,A(Yl))) 

















+ \\\ ad(Xx)Y2 + a d ^ y . H
2 - | | ad(A0 T y 2 - ad(A'2)
Ty1 | |
2 
- i(ad(A 1)y 1,ad(A 2)








With this formula applied to G = Diff„0i(M) we get information on the stability of 
ideal magneto-hydrodynamics. For example the sign of the sectional curvature of a 
two dimensional plane spanned by (0,A{Y\)) and (0,A(Y2)) is given by 
i | | p ( v V l y 2 + v r 2 y , ) | |
2 - (PVyjuPV^Y,) 
and the sign of the sectional curvature of a mixed two dimensional plane is the sign of 
(TI((X,O),(O,A(Y)))(O,A(Y)),(X,O)) - (PVXX,PVYY) 
- \\\P(VYX + (VX)
TY)\\2 + \\\[X,Y]f - i | | P ( v Y y + (VA)
T y) | | 2 . 
In the case of the 2-torus we can recover the result of [ZK] that ideal magneto-
hydrodynamics is more stable than ideal hydrodynamics. 
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